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                    Summary
There exist many regions on the genetic map of E. coli, remarkable for very high frequency of genetic exchanges between the donor and recipient chromosome after conjugation. We call these regions fre (frequent recombination exchange). Two of them were localized: frel near to the gene tsx and fre2 adjacent to metB. The conjugational transfer of fre is characterized by high negative interference in the corresponding region of the map.
The effect called Fre is genetically determined. It is slightly present on the Rec BC pathway of recombination and becomes drastic on the Rec F pathway. The effect is sharpened by an increase of temperature till 43° C during and after conjugation. The effect is absolutely dependent on the genes recA and recF.
It is assumed that region fre contains many hot spots of recombination, i.e. sites of initiation, where a recF-dependent endonuclease starts the process. The scale of the genetic map of E. coli K-12 in the areas not including the fre regions is about 24 min both on the Rec BC and the Rec F pathways. In the regions including fre, the saale drops to 5 min on the Rec BC pathway and to about 1 min on the Rec F pathway. These strong variations explain the discrepancies in the mapping distances found in different works.
If a plasmid F' containing the fre region is transmitted during conjugation it becomes extremely unstable. A fragment of DNA containing the fre region is always lost from the plasmid. It leads to its shortening or sometimes to the killing of the cell. The Fre effect is seen also in P1 transduction. These facts pose many questions. Suggestive answers are discussed.
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